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Welcome back to another episode of the leading saints. Podcast if you've enjoyed content on 
this podcast. It's important that. I tell you about the leading saints newsletter that we send out 
every week this newsletter keeps you up to date on all the current leading saints content 
releases including podcasts articles online events and even live events. That might be 
happening in your own area in this newsletter. We also recommend some past episodes and 
written articles that you don't want to miss each week. We include additional leadership 
perspectives and thoughts. That you can only find in the weekly newsletter. So you definitely 
don't want to miss out to subscribe to the weekly newsletter simply text. The word lead to four 
seven four seven four seven or visit leading saints dot org slash. Subscribe again text. The word 
l. e. a. d. two four seven four seven four seven or visit leading saints dot org slash subscribe. So 
you don't miss any future leading saints content. Everyone this is kurt. Franken with the leading 
saints podcast. I'm your host and if your noodle eating saints we welcome you. This is a little 
podcasts. We have going here to talk about leadership because we are a nonprofit organization 
dedicated to helping latter day saints be better prepared to lead now knew that through various 
methods like this podcast. We have a newsletter. We have a website leading saints dot org with 
thousands of articles leadership related there do virtual events and we hope that you jump in 
and make sure that you're subscribing all things podcast all things newsletter which you can do 
leading saints dot org slash and we love free to join us on this journey where we try to uncover 
best leadership practices now. We're going to try something a little different In an effort to get 
back to our roots because early on four hundred or so episodes ago leading saints was really 
focused on this concept of how i lead is not me personally. But the segment of how i lead where 
i reach out to individuals across the world in various callings or in various leadership capacities. 
And just ask them. How is it that you lied and we do it more often than went to like once a month 
but more and more people are encouraging me that this is where the good stuff is right. This is 
where we get to learn about where other people are serving in. How and there's a lot of 
inspiration that couldn't come out of that so instead of doing monthly episodes interview two 
different leaders. I'm going to try and do this on a more regular basis. Maybe even three to four 



times a month shorter episodes that you can just quickly this into on a weekday drive or on your 
way to work or on a quick walk and we're gonna dive into specific so hopefully would love to get 
your feedback on this as we do more and more of these how i lead segments. They no hope 
that you enjoy them. And you find much inspiration from them in this episode. I talked with anna. 
And danny bodos who are well. Danny is the ward mission leader in his Spanish speaking ward 
in eagle mountain idaho and liliana is in that work with them as a ward missionary and together. 
They really tackle this calling in found a lot of success and it unique approaches especially 
during the time of pandemic and so we dive into these talk about them. The leadership 
principles they live by and With the success they're having. We hope that you find similar. 
Success so here is my interview with liliana and danny molinos. Today i have the opportunity to 
connect with liliana and danny bolanos. They say your last name right very close bullying your 
buluan us all right just wherever they think. This is right okay. I speak a little spanish. So at least 
i. I know how the nba works. So so not where you located. Obviously you're happily married 
couple. We're gonna talk about your experience serving in your your word mission but Give us 
some some brief background on you too. So we recently moved to eagle mountain. Utah about 
may can. We've been here ever since obviously sleeves very difficult just to get to know the 
members back then we were having church at all with other members so we love it. We love it 
here nice. Yeah and so obviously recording this in december of twenty twenty so we're in the 
thick the pandemic and Louisiana your convert to the church. Yeah yeah i am. I was about 
fourteen years old. And as i actually baptist or utah and so coming here Attitude to get to know 
the youth and we love them. We get to work a lot with a lot of them. A lot of our missionaries are 
our youth between the ages of sixteen to nineteen years old. I think that it has been our favorite 
of our calling so far great. And you're in the in a in a spanish word out. There eagle mountain. Is 
that right yes. Is it covered quite a bit of eagle mountain near it covers two and a half three 
stakes which is about half a little over half of eagle mountain and then the other half eagle 
mountain is a separate ward will awesome. 
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And where's your ear. Latino heritage come for both of you mexican or gasa. I was born in 
mexico Adamant is three years old Mexican yemen parents immigrated to the united states. 
Allow for five years before i was born and they actually met here at an english class and in 
mexico yes from mexico from yes of course We used to joke. In silverman mission in 
sacramento spanish-speaking. Seems like more than half. The people we met were friendly to 
accom- and we were. We'd always joke. We wonder that we wonder if many people are even 
left in me congas. they've all had avenue or the united states so nowhere and probably it just 
seemed that way is a lot of people from out. So that's cool so little bit the as as we do onto how 
lead episodes will find this specific person serving in calling in the nest. Them how is it that they 
lead. And so bring us down. Danny are you. Are you the mission leader. You the score. 
President in the in like were missionary. Or how does that house dynamic work so my calling his 
ward mission leader. My wife's calling is a ward missionary. But when the bishop was talking to 
her he essentially said you're the assistant ward mission leader. Here he needs so is really a 
duel. That's cool this great preparation for maybe a future mission When you get to be 



companions again it feels like times. That's cool so the first jump into this. With the the first 
principle making sure members understand their value. What do you mean by that. Maybe 
expand on that. A big thing that we noticed when we first came into the ward Was that argues. 
Loved missionary work Remember the first meeting. We had with the missionaries. The years 
were just so excited to participate in your good tell that it was such a sacred calling to them in 
the way that they participated and gave their ideas. And we're so quick to act on. The imitations 
imitations of the current ward mission leader. At the time when we first got here we recall to be 
word missionaries and then after a few months james call to be the ward mission leader. And i 
guess we just kinda started asking ourselves. W-why is it that they use them so motivated to do 
missionary work there. Remember one day was our first time meeting them in person. We were 
doing a service project for a member and we were talking about the pandemic in how it's so 
difficult to do missionary work in the pandemic being ward missionaries in. How couldn't imagine 
what it was like fulltime issue and i remember telling these two young men. They're both 
fairness emissions. Night told them. I don't think i could have done it. It would have been so 
hard for me to be inside all day. And i will never forget that they just looked at each other and 
said i can do not worry. I know that the lord will provide. And i know that we'll have unique 
opportunities and i just remember thinking well being so negative about it and they really are not 
faced by the challenges of the pandemic they know the importance of serving new mission in no 
the importance of sharing their testimonies and sharing the gospel. And i remember just thinking 
these youth no the value of their testimonies and these years now the value of the gospel in 
their lives and how it can influence other people's sites in the getting them who so they on we 
realized the word had done such a job just helping these youth understand their value first of all 
children of garden secondly as missionaries here. And wherever they're sent you. So is there 
anything you can pinpoint in your word as far as how your ward stimulated at type of Of 
engagement or value of their testimony and whatnot. I mean i think generally speaking. i'm 
either great. I mean those that engage with the gospel in a calm. I mean naturally it's going to 
happen to some extent. But i'm just curious if your words specifically does anything that you like 
really stimulates that more effectively. I really feel. This is what i believe these youth. A lot of 
these members are first generation second generation members of the church and the faith and 
the faith of these people need to make a change. Like this is sounding. My mother is the pioneer 
of my family lily. My wife is the pioneer of her family. And i always have pioneers but these 
people we can talk to them direct in these youth either pioneers of their parents or the pioneers 
being being able to hear those stories. Here those testimonies it makes missionary work very 
real to them. They've seen it firsthand and so that they know they know as possible. It's not just 
a story to them. They'd seen it a lot of these. Youth have had missionary experiences at it from 
a very young age where they've seen people progress through the gospel. Be baptized accept 
the gospel in hold callings in their war. 
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So it's very real to them. It's not just an idea. And they have the faith to know that no matter 
what happens during the pandemic what happens wherever they get called on their missions 
lord will provide because provided already seen his hand in missionary working. The i like that 



you know just from my experience myself. You know serving the latino people. I mean serving a 
spanish speaking ward wherever you are. You're going to get some baptisms. I'll tell you that. 
So you'll see people convert and for those youth. They've been they've edinburgh seat whether 
it's their parents themselves to really see that conversion in so takes back the principle of 
maybe you know a word out there or a youth doesn't maybe they're like myself with a long 
history of members of the church and family to really articulate the conversion process that 
made the for parents to do that or leaders to talk about their conversion in that makes it a little 
more real. They're seen more as a pioneer maybe in their life. yeah. I definitely agree with that. 
Adding onto that. I think are world leaders. Have just been amazing. At giving the us 
opportunities to serve in a we half of them are work missionaries the ones that are preparing to 
mission around the mission age. The bishop has given them the calling of ward missionaries 
and realized that a lot of the leaders are very open about sharing experiences that they've had 
specifically with use whether they're sharing those experiences with the youth and just kind of 
thanking them for their efforts in their testimonies or whether they're sharing it with the other 
leaders to encourage other leaders and the other members to involve youth more. I think the 
leaders have just been a great job at involving youth in and sharing their testimonies of the 
impact that they can make this one of your principles. Here is the youth. Have a unique skill set 
for for missionary work. And so obviously. Your word is succeeding that so is there a. Is there a 
system in place that may be. Your bishopric is mindful of that. When they get to certain age they 
automatically call them as a ward missionary or if they have plans to serve a mission How does 
that work is their system by speaking with the bishop he. He just loves the youth all ages twelve 
to to leave on their missions. He always wants to give them an opportunity to serve missionary 
work in these. Even young adults are treated as fulltime missionaries. In the sense of when i 
served a mission. I'm sure when you mentioned as well the be members love you in Wanted to 
talk you all the time and share their experiences with you And that's what they do with these 
youths. They treat them the way they hold them to higher standard and expect them to go out 
and to share their testimonies. And that's what makes them so unafraid. And so i think our 
youngest ward missionary fourteen fifteen in so all of the other were missionaries. That were 
youth started being around that time gives them a chance to be able to overcome that initial fear 
of of sharing something. That's so important to you. So by the time that they are serving their 
missions they already. There's no there's no nervousness desire your fear behind so pre 
pandemic times. I mean. I would imagine they're still going to the youth the sunday school class. 
Or how are you involved there. Because i think a lot of words think that's a great idea. I'm gonna 
call youth to be were missionaries. And then they sort of in the corner They don't know how to 
engagement in eastern. So how's your done. So we have mystery coordination meetings which 
on my mission it was strictly me and my companion and the ward mission leader in this unit. It's 
all everyone all the word missionaries the ehlers karm counselor Over missionary work in 
released. The study counters over missionary. Everyone involved in it's really. It's some 
accountability in the beginning of invitations. We've extended in the past but it's also a 
brainstorming session than most of the most creative ideas come from the youth they're given 
an opportunity to share and to create ideas themselves. Let them express themselves because 
a lot of time without here. When i was a youth i was missionary before my mission. I did not do. 
There is never i never got invited. Any coordination beating. I never really got invited to go out 
with the missionaries calling. But i really had the desire. But i wasn't invited. I didn't understand 



what my place in was in that calling. These us do understand because they're given 
opportunities in these meetings to share their ideas and to see those ideas become a reality 
taking him to the war council the world council of the loves those ideas as well and they get to 
see that end so it encourages more youth to be able to share their ideas. Enough feel so shy. 
They see each other as peers of france. And so it's just spitballing ideas. 
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And those ideas come to fruition and it's an easy way to have. Everyone worked together dice in 
often. Do you have those correlation meetings. Once a week in how many missionaries are 
serving in your work. We have a pair of their mess sister. Michelle nice nice. Her the two and a 
half goal. It's a real. What i'm hearing. Is that you know involving you. Just inviting them treating 
them as your your appear inviting the name of meetings making sure that they have an 
invitation to act the involved in in the usually carried out when when they have that information 
Sharon i think just adding onto that with in my personal experience. Also what we've been doing 
youth. I realized that when leaders go out of their way to have a personal relationship with the 
youth it makes a difference. I think it's important for the youth to know why we want them to 
share their testimonies. And it's because we trust them not because oh we want to have this. 
Many baptisms origin grow. But because we love each other because the lord loves us because 
the lord loves his children that don't have the gospel yet. We need to share the gospel end. I just 
think back to my conversion. And i think that was a very significant thing for me and the youth 
that helped me in my conversion process. I was fourteen years old now is going through a really 
difficult time. My parents were divorcing and there was just a lot that i was kind of going through 
at the time and i remember that the young women in my word and my young women's later 
became my best friends and i just knew that they cared about me. Knew that they loved me in 
so through them. I kind of realized how much the lord loves me. Hendin just motivated me to 
want to share that with others and it helps me. I think to share the gospel in a more genuine 
way. And i remember that all of the youth felt that way. All of us felt a connection with each other 
n. Even now youth. That i grew up with that were in that were that i was baptized into. We're all 
like brothers and sisters literal brothers and sisters. I know that anything happens to me. I know 
i can just call. And they'll be there you know and i just think that there's this bond in just creating 
those connections and you have a desire to connect we need to connect especially now more 
than ever and we really try our best to just reach. Join us to know what's going on in their lives 
and to ask them questions in. Nc how they're doing and they do a really good job specifically at 
sharing things on social media and sometimes they share very personal deep things on social 
media and send them private messages to just talk to them about that. And what's going on. 
And i think that that genuine connection in just helping them understand how long feels about 
them it it just it makes all the difference so going back. The liliana tear a conversion process. 
You know you talked about how the youth in the leaders relief felt like they were there for you. 
Remember anything specific in how they did that or what that looked like day-to-day but we 
spent a lot of time together for sure whether it was neutral you know turn activities during the 
week or church on sunday outside of church. We spent a lot of time together. We were also 
constantly finding activities where we share the gospel with her friends in a more natural way so 



he'd have like sports nights on the weekends or we'd get together to watch a movie at our young 
women leaders house and i remember that it was just we were always hanging out always with 
the intention of. Let's bring someone that may need to know that heavenly father is of that word 
we actually had quite a few use optimism's after i was about so i think that really helped me. 
Just feeling like they were my friends. We also were very involved with the full time missionaries 
and they also felt like our friends and they also came to opt things obviously. They couldn't play 
sports with us. Watch movie but were there and snow relationships with then and so that has 
really that really helped as well to be involved with the full time missionaries in tech. Hear them 
say that they need of big possum anything else. You'd like to mention as far as the youth 
dynamic involving the youth or really leveraging the the resources they are the youth really 
know how to use social media. They understand they know what the share they know how to 
share it so that he reads people so it can. I dunno bypass the algorithms in each. The most 
amount of people's possible in the usa is. They've pointed themselves in the right direction in 
the post and they know what to say they know what share and i think. 
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That's one of the most valuable skills at the have right now. That that's awesome. That's great 
you also mentioned ever serve the unique approach. She'd been very intentional. During the 
pandemic lists three principles. Maybe walk us through those as far as how you found success 
during the pandemic in missionary work so at the start of the pandemic around early summer. 
The we received training from an area. Seventy about the latino outreach program. It was a 
church program. That's supposed to be implemented united states in canada. Where we find all 
of the hispanics in our area in our word boundaries. All the spanish speakers a lot of the time 
these these Spanish speakers are not as involved in the community as as as everyone else be 
a language barrier just a cultural difference on the really feel welcome possibly due to that 
barrier of we are not interested in the same things or we. Don't talk the same way. So we've 
been really attacking that during the pandemic really because our church leaders have advised 
us to that. This is the time to do it. It's a little confusing because you'd think it would be different. 
It's kind of hard to find people that you don't know on social media or through the internet or 
without knocking on their door so it has been a challenge but that's one thing that we have been 
focusing on a lot during the pandemic season. Yes so give us a summary is like the latino. 
Outreach is like a formal initiative that the came from this area seventy Is coming from the 
church. Yeah it was i. It's formal but the a lot of freedom to do with how we feel like we need to 
do it in our area. Basically the goal is to just find allah hispanics within your ward boundaries 
whether they're members are non members to just be able to know where they are and be able 
to leave france them now obviously in utah finding all the latinos in your word even with your 
larger word that covers a few stakes. Maybe more doable than maybe somebody. In 
pennsylvania finding out the latinos Might be but you can say like all the latinos in your in your 
neighborhood assumed the churches adapting it for those areas but basically this. This focused 
effort of seeing vegan. Reach out connect to other people in your culture back. Exactly that's 
cool all right You've been doing a virtual crispus lessons recording in in december so i'm sure 
this approach can be adapted after the holidays. But how does that work so this is actually 



something that the youth came up with With all the activities that we've had like my husband 
was talking about our missionary coordination meetings. We always ask them. What do you do 
or how would you change the so. This is an idea that you came up with for this christmas time 
that we're in so basically the goal is that right now in our word. We have quite a few on baptized 
children. That belong to families that aren't as active right now and so what. We were kind of 
brainstorming. How can we reach those families. How can we make a connection with them. 
Help them fill the spirit in their homes during the pandemic where baby we can't just go knock 
on their doors or get to know them in my husband and i obviously don't know very many 
members so the youth have held a lot of what we're doing is we're kind of dividing up into 
companionship's and our goal is that each week. We release a christmas video. That is going to 
be posted on the primary facebook page in our word and our word facebook page and basically 
each companionship award missionaries companionship of these youth will share a message so 
this week the message is why do we need a savior. Next week is who were mary. And joseph 
week after the birth of christ and then the last week of december we're focusing on mizen 
important to remember this abeer after christmas time so basically. We're sharing these 
messages with intentions of of reaching active members and less active members during this 
christmas time to just help them feel the spirit and also to give these opportunities to teach right 
now when it's a little bit more difficult than we can't knock on doors than we can definitely join 
the missionaries discussions resume. But we definitely wanted to give us an opportunity to be 
prayerful and to be able to prepare less together in kind of preparing to serve a fulltime mission 
in. It's something that really excited about in great ideas. They're planning on incorporating 
videos or using cartoons to kind of act things out in the very creative very tech savvy so they 
allow. That's something that we're doing during this time. That early excited about you are 
leading in. That's great i. I love the idea in general. But i love the the thought of it gives the youth 
opportunities to sort of think through that lesson preparation process right so that it is may be 
developed skill once there a missionary and in doing the same thing. 
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That's that's really then. The other thought that came to mind is that you can't obviously in 
missionary work you want to stimulate connection. You want to meet people you want to get to 
know them in their stories or whatever and you really can't do that without creating a venue to 
do that and so a simple you know zoom lesson during a pandemic where people can come and 
maybe they don't come every time or maybe just once but still you've created a venue freshly 
happened and we can't expect connection or expect. The sharing. the gospel happened without. 
I the venue for to happen right by exactly when our fears was literally do like sort of zoom call 
than the people that were trying to reach. That might not watch. Just won't come so the goal and 
make video and just posting on facebook pages that it's for private and if made less active 
member or nonmember rooms into it and they watch it no one else knows you know and if we 
just wanted to create a more private setting where someone could run into the video and have 
that it feel the spirit movement. Maybe if it wasn't intentional maybe they didn't open up their 
facebook to feel the spirit. So talk to me more about the the technicalities of that. So you have a 
do these via or facebook live or how. How do you have a facebook group. And how does all that 



work. Gas iowa does have a facebook page and then they also have a separate primary age 
facebook page or our work and so what we do is it's actually not a zoom recording. It's just a 
video at the youth record on their own with their laptops on we would just post them onto these 
pages okay. So they don't have to like get zoom. Lincoln participate likely to sunday school. Or 
whatever right now so just book and they say oh look. They posted a new video in in on 
average. How long are they. We decided to keep them under three and a half minutes around in 
general to keep them short and simple the algorithm. You gotta keep them go to in this third part 
as far as Missionary work during the pandemic. It sounds sounds a whole lot like a youth idea 
which is great because it's so dynamic in great but you call it the bajo damascus behind the 
mask right social media challenger below the maskrey at. How does that were. Yeah so that 
was actually an idea from a few youth and young adults. Though he spoke to about how can we 
share testimonies during the pandemic in make it really unique to the pandemic and so the hash 
tag by Hashtag under this mask was an idea thrown around amongst our friends in these youth 
about posting a selfie on instagram facebook with a with a mask like face covering and chiro 
testimonies that we're all children of god under this mask where all unique but we all are 
brothers and sisters something very simple something that could be sharable on facebook and 
instagram hall social media. But that's just an example of ideas that we have about social media 
about how to share things in to have it reached certain people despite not really being able to 
knock on the door or visit somebody due to the pandemic. yeah. I hate so massive. Heart of the 
invitation is also to create a mask yourself. That represents either who you are or your culture 
man so it was super. It was fun opportunity to just be able to be creative. And then as long us 
we were able to post these on social media and use the hashtag kind of combine them 
altogether and our goal was to be able to share testimonies online and then also when we go 
out to the grocery store. Whatever we can wear these masks and hopefully it can be 
conversation starters outside of social heads really about just being so creative when these 
ideas that are having right. Now i can see a mass. You know good missionary mask at a 
grocery store of You know are you familiar with the church of jesus christ of latter day saints. 
Would you like to know more. And so i end. You'll have to send us some links of some of these 
masks and there are some of these posts are some these posts on social media if there they 
are public and maybe even get an idea of and again. I just love the concept of you know the 
getting past the algorithm or leveraging the algorithm social media and again. I doubt you know 
the church has done. A lot of these hashtag campaigns right like giving thanks and right now 
reporting or in the middle of the world now with a giving. 
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Thanks one and that was great. It was cool to see what happened. I doubt now pat but a past 
president nelson who's pretty dynamic profit. But i doubt that he sat up in bed one day. Thought 
i've got to do it. Hashtag of giving thanks and this is what we're gonna do most likely the 
marketing department but their heads the said all right. This works when you do hashtag 
campaign. So what can we do. And they beat around. Some ideas in nelson. Said i approve. 
Let's do this record the video and so for award especially a word mission to come together and 
say what week campaign or a month long campaign could we do around a hashtag to stimulate 



some connection in our area you know and then i grew magin. If you're be dropped on you can 
do a hashtag. You know loving in meteoric donner service in meteoric gone or whatever right 
and so very specific for your area and a lot of good connection can come from it so i love that 
idea. Yeah we we have really loved it and we left there by anyone that that wants to participate. 
We've got the hashtag under the mask. That's the english version of it but yeah it really has 
helped us so much in part of the challenges challenging other friends to do the same. So we've 
seen. Are you able to invite their friends in the area as well and it's been really really wonderful 
as you were talking. I searched that that hashtag. And it's not just a is. You're not the only one to 
use this hashtag right. It's a general's not religious or latter-day saints so which is a good thing 
right that means other people are going to stumble across it in see testimony in think when this 
is out in other. Lds hashtag gra churches And they go down the wormhole and find deeper 
truths anyway. Sorry marketing gig. I kick out over the summer. Awesome the another point you 
put. Here's coordinating with missionaries. But maybe already yard touchdown in you'd to as far 
as how you coordinate with the local fulltime missionaries. We did already touch on a little bit. 
Really the only thing that would be different from what we said before was that coordinating 
altogether with the ward missionaries. The full time missionaries. Everyone involved in 
missionary work in the ward in finding the right platform to discuss For us it has been using. 
What's app everyone in our award has utilized as that app. What's app and it has a group chat 
feature can share practically everything in that group and it's been it's been really helpful for us 
to be able to be up to date on what the missionaries are doing throughout the week. Not just on 
the coordination meeting day and for the youth to another were missionaries to win idea sparks 
in their mind throughout the week. They don't have to wait to share it. They can share it 
immediately on there and feel validated from everyone else. That such a great idea. Let's try it 
throughout the week and then we can later. Follow up at the coronation meeting so everything is 
a little more in real time and it's been very useful for us. It helps us coordinate with the full time 
missionaries a lot easier. We know what they're doing. They know what we're doing a 
throughout the entire week. No what's apposite that great resource. I'm not as familiar with the. I 
never know why but it seems like in the us. It hasn't caught on as much as but if you go to any 
ward outside especially in latin america. They're probably using what's happened. Some four 
mike is really popular outside the united states. But for some reason hasn't caught on as much 
here. But i know people use it. And it's a great way to have a bull chat setting where people can 
share and discussed and in groups electrically so awesome any other apps that you use 
technology in your missionary efforts definitely zoom during ads. Those are the main two 
months often. Zoom now off dependent ardmore. We can meet in person finding that platform 
that works for everyone. Whatever it is in your work and just essential to having that constant 
communication being able to remind each other each other accountable up notes on 
missionaries. Yeah awesome will. I definitely got one more question for you. But i definitely want 
to give a shout out to leinna burto. Who connected us. She's a listener to leading saints. And i 
got an email her. She said you've got two interviews couple and so we did. I think she was one 
of the youth that you were interested. During your conversion as that right liliana yes family in 
my order and they helped me so much and if you're wondering matter if that Name sounds 
familiar to many latter day saints. It's that family saw funded connect with elena and And i'm 
glad she connected the so last question i have and we'll start with you. Danny liliana if you want 
to answer this while. That'd be great so but the question is as you reflected on your time being a 



leader missionary leader hours that helps you become a better follower of jesus. Christ it is 
definitely humble me alive. 
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It is very difficult calling but it provides a lot of challenges especially now during the pandemic. 
There's there's always a lot of pressure on the missionaries and were mission-leader to stay 
active into Keep finding new ways. I would not be able to do that by myself. I've learned to trust 
more in heavenly father to provide to delete some of that stress in to help me in kind of take my 
hand. Sometimes i'm having a hard time thinking about something coming up with something 
coming up with what we can do to help. Certain people that missionaries are teaching her. How 
we can arrange are scheduled to better fit missionary schedule on the with my wife a lot as well 
to be able to trust in her in her wonderful ideas that will help. Further michigan can award. So it's 
definitely helped me become a follower in that sense where i can listen more intently to the 
spirit. Listen more to those ideas that come to mind that sometimes in other situations they 
might put on the backburner the now that i have this responsibility. Half to be more attentive to 
those types of things. i've really felt a stronger connection. Father through this service the good 
times and the more challenging tax possum. The leeann house being were mission-leader 
helped to become a better follower of jesus. Christ how man cryer. So i'm gonna try. I just 
instantly think of how this going has just really solidified my testimony. That loving people is the 
best way to be a missionary and that there's no substitute for genuinely loving the people who 
you serve with and the people that you each and you're trying to reach i have really felt so much 
love for the youth that we've been able to serve with and that's been able to translate into love 
for the time missionaries in the people that are teaching and i just these users so amazing and 
because this love and i would just invite any leader no matter what they're calling is to to pray 
for this love Because it really just helps so much to be able to trust the people that you serve 
with to be able to care for them. And i know that it makes a difference in their lives to and they 
feel that even justice last week i was with one of the us. We were preparing activity. And he's 
just paused and he just he just let me know bike he really loves to be and he just think for what 
we what we've done to help him with his testimony and just not about you know no matter what 
you do. If are you still that we left them. We're doing calling straight. And i've just been able to 
understand god's love better for us and that that really is the key ingredient to missionary of we 
hear it all the time and there's there really just isn't a substitute thank includes my interview with 
liliana and danny bola news and appreciate their perspective. Their thoughts help. Maybe this is 
led you to some inspiration. You'll try some things whether it's an idea that they articulated or 
one that came up yourself but jump in and try something new and definitely share the gospel as 
best. She can now. We're looking for other individuals that we can interview on the how i lead 
segment. We have a list already but we would love. Add to that list. So go to leading saints dot 
org slash contact and tell us who in your area is really hitting a home run in their calling and it 
really can be any calling. We would love to hear it because this is how we lead learning best 
practices trying to implement them ourselves and seeing what good comes from it. So please go 
to leading saints dot org slash contact and let us know and remind you once again to text. The 
word lead to four seven four seven four seven in order to subscribe to the leading saints weekly 



newsletter came as a result of the position of leadership which was imposed upon us by the god 
of heaven who brought forth they restoration of the gospel of jesus christ and when the 
declaration was made concerning the own only true and living church upon the face of the earth 
we were immediately put in a position of loneliness loneliness of leadership from which we 
cannot shrink nor runaway hand which we must face up with boldness and courage and ability. 
 
 


